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Abstract
Temporal light modulation, (TLM) of lighting systems is known to affect human visual
perception, neurobiology, and performance. This experiment measured Stroop cognitive
performance, reading performance, eye movements , discomfort, and phantom array
perception during exposure to each of nine TLM conditions chosen to contrast conditions
varying in TLM frequency, modulation depth, or duty cycle and based on predictions drawn
from the IEEE S1789-2015 recommendations. Data from 50 adult participants aged 18-65
revealed small effects mostly in predicted directions. The results support the recommendation
that lower modulation depths are preferable over higher, and add to our knowledge by
showing that duty cycle could also influence outcomes and that the phantom array can be
detected under photopic conditions. This underlies the importance of taking a lighting
systems approach to studying TLM and considering a range of effects. Future research
should increase statistical power by increasing task difficulty, and duration of exposure. More
naturalistic viewing conditions, such as a greater range of eye and head motion, would
improve the generalizability of the work.
Keywords: Stroop task; phantom array; reading; eye movements; solid -state lighting; flicker

1 Introduction
Compact fluorescent lamps once held great promise as a means to reduce lighting energy
consumption, but market acceptance was poor. This was largely because the products did not
perform as consumers expected (Sandahl et al., 2006). Among these expectancies was the
belief that compact fluorescent lamps could cause health problems (Beckstead and Boyce,
1992). Such performance expectations are a key element in the decision to adopt a new
technology. Users need to feel confident about the new technology in order to choose it.
Solid-state lighting (SSL) including light-emitting diodes (LEDs) risk similar problems because
they can exhibit temporal light modulation (TLM) (CIE, 2017). TLM is a cyclic variation in the
light output of a light source or lighting system. It may arise either because of the design of
the driver or of the control system. LED products currently on the market exhibit a wide range
of variability in TLM performance (Poplawski et al., 2011), and industry seeks best-practice
guidance on which characteristics are to be avoided on the basis of the consequences for
viewers.
There is evidence that low-frequency (~100-150 Hz) TLM can cause adverse consequences
for viewers (Wilkins, 2016). These encompass visual perceptions, cognitive performance
effects, disrupted eye movements, neural activity changes, discomfort, and headache. Most
research has focused on variations in the frequency or modulation depth, but there is less
evidence concerning the possible effects of waveform or duty cycle.
Most investigators have chosen to focus on the visual perceptions known as temporal light
artefacts (TLA) (Perz et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2017) . TLAs include flicker (when the light
source itself is seen to vary temporally); the stroboscopic effect (when a moving object
appears to have interrupted movement), and the phantom array (when the movement of the
eyes produces the appearance of a spatial pattern in the objects being viewed). TLAs are
attractive research outcomes because they occur quickly, with very short exposures;
however, some might argue that question whether a slightly increased probability of seeing a
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stroboscopic effect is a sufficiently adverse outcome to warrant a regulatory response. In this
logic, what is missing are studies that examine TLM effects following longer exposures, and
using more complex behavioural outcomes.
A few groups have looked at cognitive and behavioural outcomes (Nilsson Tengelin et al.,
2017), although with complex findings. Nilsson Tengelin et al. compared various
combinations of overhead and task lighting having 100 % modulation depth and either 100 Hz
or 347 Hz TLM, as compared to a DC condition. They found that reaction time and attention
performance was somewhat better in conditions with some TLM than in the DC condition, but
that conditions with TLM were more likely to cause discomfort and to give rise to stroboscopic
effects when moving objects were viewed. Veitch et al. (Veitch et al., 2019) compared the
effects of 0 Hz, 100 Hz, and 500 Hz square-wave flicker on eye movements, pupil size, EEG
activity, and cognitive task performance. The investigation found that 100 Hz and 500 Hz
square-wave, 50 % duty cycle, 100 % modulation flicker increased arousal as compared to 0
Hz operation; flicker above the critical fusion frequency results in changes in brain activity.
Interestingly, this arousal was accompanied by a small improvement in cognitive performance
for the 500 Hz condition compared to the 100 Hz condition, which had not been expected.
One recommended practice exists to guide the lighting industry and regulators in selecting
TLM conditions for lighting systems. 2015 (IEEE Power Electronics Society, 2015). The
recommendation includes a formula to establish the permissible modulation depth as a
function of flicker frequency (Mod% = 0.08*Freq). Some have argued that this is an overly
conservative approach (National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) Lighting
Systems Division, 2015). The experiment reported here was designed to test c onditions
based on the IEEE recommendations.

Figure 1 – Summary of experimental conditions (blue stars, and one overlaid yellow star for a
duty cycle variation at 500 Hz, 100 % modulation depth) tested in this experiment, against a
background based on Figure 18 from IEEE S1789-2015.
Nine TLM conditions were tested, chosen to capture a range of visual conditions that would
be characterized as having high risk, low risk, or no risk of adverse outcomes for viewers in
the IEEE S1789 recommendations. Figure 1 shows the conditions in relation to the IEEE
S1789 chart. The chart includes annotations to show the ranges for visual perception effects
(horizontal red arrows), the frequency range for a high risk of epileptic seizures, and a
proposed regulatory limit. The experimental conditions in this experiment are shown with blue
stars, except for one variation at 500 Hz that involved a change in duty cycle (50 % duty
cycle is blue; 30 % is the yellow overlap, both at 500 Hz and 100 % modulation depth. The
blue star in the lower left is the DC condition at 0 Hz and 0 % modulation. While viewing
these conditions, participants performed a timed reading test, the Stroop test of cognitive
interference, and a phantom array probe; eye movements were tracked throughout.
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2 Method
2.1 Participants
This research protocol was reviewed by the NRC Research Ethics Board to determine that it
met Canadian expectations for the ethical conduct of research involving human participants.
Twenty-five men and 25 women were recruited from an office temporary staff ing firm for a
day’s participation, for which they were paid a day’s wages as a clerical worker. People with
either a personal or a family history of epilepsy or migraine were excluded from participation.
Participants were screened for normal or corrected to normal vision and intact colour vision
(Keystone View, 1969). They also completed the Wilkins and Evans Pattern Glare Test
(Wilkins and Evans, 2012) to establish their risk of experiencing visual stress. Table 1
displays the key demographic characteristics. In addition, we recorded their education level,
eye colour, and use of corrective lenses (30 participants needed no correction; 19 used
glasses, and 1 wore contact lenses).
Table 1 – Demographic characteristics of participants
Sex

Age

Pattern Glare

Male

Female

18 to 29

30 to 39

40-49

50-59

60+

>=2

25

25

17

11

8

10

4

4

2.2 Apparatus and lighting conditions
The experiment took place in a small room furnished as an office (Figure 2). The general
room lighting was provided by overhead fluorescent luminaires with prismatic lenses; these
were 3500 K, R a =80, T8 lamps run on electronic ballasts and exhibiting minim al TLM. The
room lights were controlled to match the illuminance in the light box (~400 lx). The windows
were covered with opaque blinds to eliminate variable light levels and glare from direct sun.

Figure 2 – The left panel shows a photograph of the experimental room (a black hood over the
viewport is missing). The experimenter was seated on the right, just out of the image. The right
panel shows a cutaway view of the experimental apparatus and the seated participant.
The TLM conditions were created using an Agilent programmable power supply located in the
adjacent room to control noise. The power supply controlled all of the LEDs in the apparatus,
both those providing the overhead light and those illuminating the LCD computer monitor.
Thus, the whole visual field had the same TLM pattern. Table 2 describes the nine conditions
with several important metrics.
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Table 2 – The nine experimental conditions in this experiment,
characterized in terms of several TLM metrics
Label

Hz

Mod
%

TLM1

0

TLM2

Duty
cycle%

Shape

Calc. FI

Meas. FI

Meas.
P st LM

Meas.
SVM

0

flat

0

0,01

0,10

0,11

120

6,6

sine

0,02

0,03

0,09

0,31

TLM3

120

28,4

sine-ish

0,07

0,07

0,10

0,77

TLM4

500

100

50

square

0,5

0,48

0,91

1,79

TLM5

500

30

50

square

0,15

0,13

0,19

0,49

TLM6

500

100

30

square

0,7

0,64

1,27

2,32

TLM7

500

15

50

square

0,08

0,05

0,08

0,20

TLM8

1000

100

50

square

0,5

0,45

0,96

1,34

TLM9

1000

30

50

square

0,15

0,09

0,21

0,28

Note. Hz: Dominant frequency. Mod%: modulation depth expressed as the Michelson
contrast. FI: IES Flicker Index (DiLaura et al., 2011). Calc. = calculated. Meas. = measured.
P st LM characterizes TLM below 80 Hz (International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC),
2017). SVM is the stroboscopic visibility measure (CIE 2016 , Perz, 2015, IEC 2018).

2.3 Dependent measures
2.3.1 Reading performance
Participants completed the Wilkins Rate of Reading Test, in which they read random words
presented in blocks of 10 words per line and 15 lines (Wilkins et al., 1996). They had 1
minute to read each block aloud, and the experimenter coded both the total wor ds read and
the number of errors. The experimenter coded accuracy of the reading by scoring the task on
a paper copy, but an audio recording was made to permit later verification. The test was
presented in small and large print sizes (order counterbalanced per exposure block) on the
video monitor in the light box with black text on a white background.

2.3.2 Stroop task
This is a well-established test of cognitive load (Stroop, 1935). Participants responded to one
of three coloured words (RED, GREEN, BLUE) presented randomly on a white background. In
congruent trials, the meaning of the word matched the colour in which it appeared on the
screen. In incongruent trials, the meaning and the colour of the text did not match. For
example, the word BLUE would appear in r ed letters. Participants pressed a key on a
gamepad to indicate either the meaning of the word (“word” trials) or the colour in which it
was presented (“colour” trials). Incongruent trials are more difficult than congruent ones,
showing lower accuracy and slower performance; this effect becomes more pronounced
under conditions of greater cognitive load.
There were 24 training trials at the start of the session, presented under DC lighting (before
the exposure blocks), during which time participants learned the mapping of colours to keys
on the gamepad; this was confirmed before continuing to the experimental trials. The training
trials were not included in the data analysis.
In each TLM exposure block, there were 96 trials for which the instruction was to r espond to
the word, and 96 for which the instruction was to respond to the colour. The two dependent
measures were the accuracy difference between incongruent and congruent trials, and the
difference in average response speed between correct incongruent an d correct congruent
trials. Word and colour trials were counterbalanced across participants (but always in the
same order for each participant, to avoid confusion).
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2.3.3 Phantom array
This is a visual perception change (TLA) induced by TLM: “change in perceived shape or
spatial positions of objects, induced by a light stimulus the luminance or spectral distribution
of which fluctuates with time, for a non-static observer in a static environment” (CIE 2016).
This experiment was a conceptual replication of the tas k developed by Roberts and Wilkins
(Roberts and Wilkins, 2013). Fixation dots were placed on either side of the monitor in the
light box, and a vertical black line was displayed down the centre of the monitor. The
participant was instructed to move their e yes back and forth from the left to right dot and
back. They were to press a button on the right to report “yes” if they saw a pattern of lines
while doing this, or one on the left to report “no”.

2.3.4 Comfort ratings
At the end of each exposure block, participants rated their discomfort on a 5-point scale from
0 (no discomfort) to 4 (extreme discomfort) for the following visual experiences: Overall
comfort; smarting, itchy, or aching eyes; sensitivity to light; teary eyes; dry eyes; sore back,
wrists or arms; excessive fatigue; headache.

2.3.5 Eye movements
An Eyelink 1000 eye tracking system (SR Research, Kanata, Ontario, Canada) recorded and
scored eye movements and blinks throughout the TLM exposure blocks. The system is
capable of saccade resolution to 0.05 degre es of visual angle. For the reading task we
examined the median across all trials by print size for the number of blinks, number of
saccades taken and the median saccade velocity, and the median number of fixations and the
duration of fixations, and pupil size. We also examined these eye movements during the
phantom array task. For the Stroop colour and word, congruent and incongruent, trials
(analysed separately) we examined only the pupil size.

2.3.6 Lighting beliefs and expectancies
At the end of the session, participants completed a 32-item questionnaire concerning the
effects that people believe that lighting has on them (Veitch and Gifford, 1996). After reversecoding the negatively-worded items, the total score is the average of answers on all 32 items,
with higher scores indicating stronger beliefs that lighting affects one's health and behaviour.
The questions were presented on the monitor in the light box, under TLM1 (DC), followed by
three open-ended questions concerning their beliefs about the purpose of the experiment.

2.4 Procedure
Participants arrived at 8:30 a.m., and the workday was divided into four sections with two
fifteen-minute coffee breaks and one 45-min lunch break. After a brief orientation (location of
the break room, washrooms, etc.), instructions, consent signing, vision screening, and the
Pattern Glare Sensitivity task took place at the desk at the far end of the room. Then the
participant took the seat in front of the apparatus.
The order of presentation of TLM conditions across blocks was randomized for each
participant. The experimenter was not aware of the hypotheses nor aware of what changed
about the lighting conditions from one condition to another. Period 1 (to the morning coffee
break, taken in a windowless room) followed the introductory activities, with two blocks (two
experimental conditions). Between back -to-back blocks there was always a 5-min pause
during which time the participant was asked to sit back from the apparatus and to rest with
eyes closed, or they could stand and stretch. Period 2 had two blocks; lunch followed (taken
either in the break room or in a cafeteria in a nearby building). Period 3 had three blocks.
Period 4, after the second coffee break, had two blocks and the final two questionnaires.
After watching a video with debriefing information, the participant departed.
Within each block, the tasks were sequenced as follows: Eye tracker calibration; Reading –
font 1; Reading – font 2; drift check (for eye tracking accuracy); Stroop – mode 1; Stroop –
mode 2; drift check; Phantom array; Discomfort questions. The presentation of tasks and the
collection of Stroop performance data, eye movements, and questionnaire variables were
automated by Experiment Builder software (SR Research, Kanata, ON). Although the day had
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been planned to provide for ~30 min exposure to each condition, most participants were
faster than anticipated, with the average time per block being ~16 minutes in total.

3 Results
3.1 Data screening and analysis framework
Each dependent variable was tested for normality, and consideration was given to the
exclusion of outliers to improve the distributions. All cases were retained. Given that the
purpose of the experiment was to create possibly extreme conditions, and to seek to identify
sensitive individuals, it made best sense to keep as much data as possible. Sample sizes
varied from one analysis to another because of occasional missing data.
This repeated-measures experiment with 9 TLM conditions provided 8 degrees of freedom for
statistical tests. There were 8 non-orthogonal planned comparisons based on theoretical
considerations, shown in Table 3 with the hypothesized outcomes. Each was a single degree of-freedom comparison between the condition in column A and the one in column B. LS are
comparisons involving light source simulated signals. MD are comparisons involving
modulation depth. DUTY is a comparison involving duty cycle. FR is primarily a comparison
between frequencies. Rep is a replication of prior work.
The testing model used multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for separate analyses of
conceptually related dependent variables: reading performance (2 dependent variables
[DVs]), Stroop performance (2 DVs), and eye movements during reading (6 DVs) and eye
movements during the phantom array (6 DVs). To avoid over-interpreting spurious effects,
this paper includes significant univariate tests only if the parent multivariate test passed the
threshold for statistical significance ( p<.05). Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests
were used for separate analyses of eye movements during the Stroop task (1 DV, pupil size)
and for the discomfort rating. Non-parametric tests were used for phantom array perception.
There were additional independent variables for the reading (print size) and Str oop (trial type
[colour and word] and trial difficultly [congruent and incongruent]) tasks. Tests included all
main effects and interactions in single-degree-of-freedom contrasts.
Table 3 – Planned comparisons between experimental conditions, and expected outcomes.
Test

A

B

Expected Outcome

LS1

TLM1

TLM2

Probably no effect

LS2

TLM1

TLM3

Diminished performance, disrupted eye movements under TLM3

MD1

TLM4

TLM5

Poorer performance for TLM4 (100 % Mod.) than TLM5 (30 %
Mod.).

MD2

TLM5

TLM7

30 % (TLM5) vs 15 % (TLM7) modulation depth, probably no effect.

MD3

TLM8

TLM9

Poorer performance for TLM8 (100 % Mod.) than TLM9 (30 %
Mod.).

DUTY

TLM4

TLM6

Poorer performance for TLM6 (30 % duty cycle) than TLM4 (50 %).

FR

TLM3

TLM9

Poorer performance for TLM3 (120 Hz) than TLM9 (1000 Hz).

REP

TLM1

TLM4

Replicating prior work, predicted better performance for TLM4

3.2 Task variables
The results for these comparisons were mostly as expected, with large effects. The print size
of the reading task influenced all of the eye movement variables (larger print showed more
blinks, more saccades, larger saccades, more fixations and larger pupils; but shorter
fixations) and the speed of reading (faster reading for larger print), but not the error rate.
Stroop trial congruency influenced pupil size, with pupils enlarging during the incongruent
trials; Stroop trial type (colour versus word) did not affect pupil size. The Stroop trial type
(colour or word) influenced the reaction time but not the accuracy. Details of these tests are
available from the author on request.
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3.3 TLM effects on cognitive performance, eye movements, and discomfort
Comparatively few of the planned comparisons showed statistically significant results; these
are displayed in Table 4 and Figure 3. The univariate effects were small by the established
guidance for the Cohen’s d effect size estimate (Cohen, 1988).

Table 4 – These are the TLM comparisons that reached statistical significance.
Concept

Test

DVs

F

df

p

Cohen’s d

Means (SD)

Stroop
–
Eye Move.

LS1

Pupil Size

6,40

1, 42

0,02

0,39

TLM1 581 (148)
TLM2 603 (158)

Phantom
Array - Eye

MD1

Multivariate
Pupil Size

2,60
4,84

6, 37
1, 42

0,03
0,03

0,34

TLM4 711 (209)
TLM5 677 (175)

Discomfort

MD1

Discomfort
Rating

4,51

1, 46

0,04

0.31

TLM4 0,47 (0,52)
TLM5 0,56 (0,61)

Reading
Performance

MD3

Multivariate
Errors

3,23
5,02

2, 45
1, 46

0,05
0,03

0,33

TLM8 2,58 (2,19)
TLM9 2,15 (1,73)

Phantom
Array - Eye

MD3

Multivariate

2,51

6, 37

0,04

Reading
Performance

DUTY*
Print
Size

Multivariate
Errors

4,33
6,34

2, 45
1, 46

0,02
0,02

Reading
Performance

DUTY

Multivariate
Errors

3,42
6,99

2, 45
1, 46

0,04
0,01

See Figure 3

0,39

TLM4 2,40 (2,16)
TLM6 2,09 (1,81)

Figure 3. There was an interaction of duty cycle and print size for the DUTY planned
comparison, in which the larger print improved performance for the higher duty cycle but had
no effect for the lower duty cycle. The chart shows means with standard deviations.

3.4 TLM effects on phantom array perception
Table 5 shows the detection rate for the phantom arra y perception. We used the nonparametric sign test for the 8 planned comparisons between TLM conditions. This test
examines whether or not individuals gave the same or different answer to the two conditions.
None of these tests reached the criterion for statistical significance. We also correlated the
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corrected detection (deducting the score for TLM1, the DC condition) to the FI , P st LM , and
SVM metrics for the conditions (Table 2). The nonparametric Spearman rho correlation was
largest for FI (rho = 0,47, p=0,20 ) (P st LM : rho = 0,26, p=0,49) and SVM: rho = 0,38, p=0,31),
although none of these rank-order correlations (N=9) reached statistical significance.
Table 5 – Counts of respondents who saw (or not) the phantom array effect for each TLM
condition. There was one missing case for TLM 2 and TLM 8.

Yes/No

TLM1

TLM2

TLM3

TLM4

TLM5

TLM6

TLM7

TLM8

TLM9

9/41

10/39

11/39

10/40

11/39

15/35

13/37

12/37

11/39

4 Discussion
This experiment does not conclusively validate the IEEE 1789 -2015 risk categories for
cognitive performance, as it had been designed to do. Not all of the effects expected were
found. Partly consistent results were obtained for comparisons LS1, MD1, and MD3. The
DUTY comparison was opposite to expectations. LS2, FR, and REP failed to show expected
results; the null result for MD2 had been expected. The one, small, effect for LS1 – larger
pupils under the simulated incandescent TLM, suggesting a slight incre ase in arousal
(Kahneman et al., 1968) – was unexpected, and difficult to interpret given the absence of
effects for comparisons of larger TLM variations.
The modulation depth effects were largely as expected, with generally better outcomes for
30 % modulation depth in comparison to 100 % at both 500 Hz (smaller pupil size during
phantom array) and 1000 Hz (fewer reading errors). However, there was an unexpect ed
result: visual discomfort was lower for 100 % modulation depth than for 30 % at 500 Hz.
There is little data on the effects of varying duty cycle; this experiment found that a lower
duty cycle (30 %) decreased reading errors compared to a higher duty cycle (50 %). Duty
cycle interacted with task difficulty (increasing print size). This underlies the importance of
taking a lighting systems approach to studying TLM, because the issues may also arise from
dimming rather than only from the light source driver.
To our knowledge this is the first experiment to demonstrate the phantom array effect at
photopic light levels when the array itself is not luminous (a black line on a luminous white
background). Detection of the phantom array showed the best correlation to the IES flicker
index. This is worthy of further exploration, particularly under less -restrictive viewing
conditions with greater eye and head movement.
TLM research consistently shows small effects in the general population (e.g., Veitch and
Newsham, 1998), and this experiment is no exception. Future research should increase
statistical power with larger sample sizes, longer exposures, and a focus on more difficult
tasks that increase visual and cognitive demands, as these appear to be more sensitive. A
focus on sensitive populations might also provide stronger evidence of the effects of TLM as
well as an indication of the risks to be avoided. Further analyses of the data reported here to
focus on those with high pattern glare sensitivity are planned as a first step in that direction.
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